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Abstract. It often happens that different references (i.e. data descriptions), pos-
sibly coming from different heterogeneous data sources, concern the same real
world entity. In such cases, it is necessary: (i) to detect, through reconciliation
methods, whether different data descriptions refer to the same real world entity
and (ii) to fuse them into a unique representation. Here we assume the reference
reconciliation is solved, and we propose a fusion method based on possibility
theory, able to cope with uncertainty and with ontological knowledge. An imple-
mentation using W3C standards is provided. Rising from the fusion process, an
ontology enrichment procedure is proposed to complete the global ontology.
Key words: Data integration, Data fusion, Ontologies, HierarchicalFuzzy Set.

1 Introduction

In a context of increasing available information, modern integration systems must be
able to deal with heterogeneous information sources and more specifically to provide
consistency checking mechanisms. Key issues to obtain thisconsistency, by providing
an integrated representation of data, concern the problem of schema/data reconciliation
and fusion. Schema heterogeneity is a major cause of the mismatch of data descriptions
between sources. Extensive research work has been done recently (see [1] for surveys)
to reconcile schemas or ontologies through mappings.

However, the homogeneity or reconciliation of the schemas does not prevent vari-
ations between the data descriptions. Data reconciliationconsists in deciding whether
different data descriptions, here called references, concern the same real-world entity
(e.g. the same person, the same experiment, the same paper).In this paper, reconcili-
ation is assumed to be solved (see [2] for more details). Datafusion then consists in
merging the reconciled references into a single one. This isthe problem considered in
this paper. Performing the fusion step offers several advantages: (i) it provides the user
with more consistent and detailed answers, since they gather information from multi-
ple references; (ii) it reduces the number of returned answers and consequently makes
query evaluation faster and (iii) it makes query results more user-friendly, as the result
returns only one reference for each group of redundant references.

The fusion procedure should be as automated as possible, as it is likely to deal
with large amounts of data. The final merged references should also take account of
the uncertainties arising from the data heterogeneity and from automatic reconciliation:



variability of attribute values (e.g. the same molecule canbe named“Vitamin B2” in
one reference and“Riboflavin” in another), lack of data, incorrect entries,etc. Most
of reference reconciliation systems used in data cleaning (e.g. ETL systems in data
warehouses) settle for detecting the reconciliation decisions and delegate the fusion task
to the user. The few fusion procedures proposed up to now do not satisfy the previous
requirements, as they need human intervention to be performed and only provide one
value per attribute of the fused reference [3]. Besides, these existing methods do not
take account of additional domain knowledge, coming for instance from an ontology.

In this paper, we propose a fusion method that satisfies the above issues. More
precisely, we have chosen to preserve as much as possible theoriginal values of the
data descriptions. Owing to the potential uncertainty in the reconciliation decisions, the
certainty in the choice of relevant values cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, all the values
appearing in the data descriptions are kept and are given different confidence degrees
modelling the final uncertainty.

We propose to use possibility theory to model the uncertainty, as this theory allows
to model explicitly the imprecision in the information and to easily take account of
source reliability. It is also computationally convenientand offers a simple interpreta-
tion. We also consider that some generic information about the references is available
in the form of an ontology (formalised in OWL language). After introducing notations
and basics about possibility theory and ontology in Section2, we develop the proposed
approach to build fused references in Section 3. In particular, we present how various
features of the data are taken into account in the fused uncertainty models, through the
use of criteria and of the ontology. As we are working under anopen-world assumption
(i.e. not all existing values are in the ontology), we also develop a simple enrichment
approach allowing to integrate new values into the ontology. Once this fusion is done,
classical or fuzzy query methods [4] can be applied to them. An implementation of the
proposed approach in W3C standardised languages (RDF and SPARQL) is proposed
in Section 5, allowing for the proposed approach to be implemented without having
to build extensions of classical languages. The method is then experimented (see Sec-
tion 6) on a real dataset of the scientific publication domainon which it has obtained
promising results. Finally, we discuss the interest of our approach with respect to some
existing related works in Section 7.

2 Materials

In this section, we present the basic notions of possibilitytheory [5] and ontology [6]
needed in this paper, as well as the used notations.

2.1 Possibility theory

When the value assumed by a variableX over a (finite) domainX is uncertain, pos-
sibility theory can be used to model this uncertainty. In particular, it is able to model
imprecision and incompleteness in the available information, a feature that classical
probability is arguably unable to account for (see Walley [7] for a full discussion). The
main tool of possibility theory are possibility distributions, defined as follows:



Definition 1 (Possibility distribution). A possibility distributionπ on a domainX , is
a mappingπ : X → [0, 1] from X to the unit interval such that there is at least one
elementx ∈ X for whichπ(x) = 1.

From a possibility distributionπ, two set-functions are then defined, namely the
possibility and necessity measures, such that, for any subsetA ⊆ X :

Π(A) = sup
x∈A

π(x) (Possibility measure) (1)

N(A) = 1−Π(Ac) = inf
x∈Ac

(1− π(x)). (Necessity measure) (2)

While necessity is a lower confidence measure indicating howmuchA is certain, pos-
sibility measure indicates how muchA is plausible. Both measures quantify our un-
certainty about the true value of variabeX . A possibility distributionπ is formally
equivalent [8] to a fuzzy setµ : X → [0, 1] such thatπ = µ.

2.2 Ontology

In this paper, we consider that we have a unique global ontology. We define an ontol-
ogy by using a fragment of OWL DL, which is the description logic fragment of the
Ontology Web Language recommended by the W3C.

We consider an ontologyO as a tuple(C,P , I,D) composed of a setC of classes
(unary relations), a setP of typed properties (binary relations), a setI of individuals
(or concrete values) and a setD of data types, containing for examplerdfs : Literal.

We consider that the ontology is also composed of a set of constraints between
classes and properties (e.g. subsomption and equivalence relations) summed up in the
following table:

Ontology Constraints DL notation OWL notation
Subsomption between classesC1 ⊑ C2 SubClassOf(C1 C2)

Class equivalence C1 ≡ C2 EquivalentClasses(C1 C2)
Subsomption between propertiesP1 ⊑ P2 SubPropertyOf(P1 P2)

Domain typing of a property ∃P ⊑ C Domain(P C)
Range typing of a property ∃P−

⊑ C Range(P C)

In OWL, two kinds of properties can be distinguished: theabstract propertieswhich
have classes as domain and range, and theconcrete propertieswhich have a class as
domain and a basic data type as range (e.g. Integer, Date, rdfs:Literal).

Given two classesC1 andC2, we denote bylcs(C1, C2) their least common sub-
sumer, that islcs(C1, C2) = {C ∈ C|Ci ⊑ C, and((∃C′ s.t.Ci ⊑ C′) ⇒ (C ⊑
C′)), i ∈ {1, 2}}.

As usually done, we consider aUniversalclass subsuming all the other classes of
the ontology, to ensure that such alcs always exists. Note that the notion oflcs can be
easily extended to any number of classes. Due to the semantics of subsumption⊑, if a
property has a classC as domain or range, then for any classC′ such thatC′ ⊑ C, the
same property holds with respectivelyC′ as domain or range.



Table 1.Specification of individualsI through assertional statements relating data to the domain
ontology.

Ontology assertions DL notation OWL notation
Class assertion C(i) Individual(i : C)

Data type assertion D(v) Individual(v : D)
Abstract property assertionP (i1, i2) ObjectProperty(P domain(i1 : C1) range(i2 : C2))
Concrete property assertionP ′(i, v) DataTypeProperty(P ′ domain(i : C) range(v : D))

A small part of the class hierarchy ofC is given as an example in Figure 1. The
properties are pictured by dashed Arrows from the domain class to the range class (or
data type). The partial order⊑ is pictured by→ and describes the subsomption relation.
The equivalence relation≡ is pictured by the relationequivT o.

Fig. 1. A part of the domain ontology

In the sequel, we call values the following elements describing an individuali:

– Let ObjectProperty(P domain(i : C) range(i′ : C′)) be an abstract property asser-
tion. The valuei′, referring to a class, is related toi through the propertyP . In this
case, we thus consider hierarchical symbolic values. The hierarchical organization
of values is induced by the subsomption relation and the associated ordering.

– Let DataTypeProperty(P domain(i : C) range(v : D)) be a concrete property
assertion.v is the value related toi through the propertyP . Two cases can be
distinguished:
• non-hierarchical symbolic values without referring to a class, e.g. String, Date;
• numeric values, i.e., the range ofP is a closed interval[v, v].



Remark 1.In OWL, the intervals can be expressed by using XML data type restric-
tions (xsd : minInclusive, xsd : maxInclusive) and the OWL constructorowl :
allV aluesFrom (see [9] for more details).

3 Reference Fusion Approach

After introducing some notations with an illustrative example and recalling how ref-
erence reconciliation is achieved, we introduce the fusionmethod used to merge rec-
onciled references. To do so, we focus on one group of reconciled references. Both
used criteria and ontology enrichment procedure (used in case of newly encountered
hierarchical values) are detailed.

3.1 Problem statement and illustrative example

We considerN different referencesref1, . . . , refN , coming fromM different sources
S1, . . . , SM , with M ≤ N . Note that all sources and references share the same on-
tology. These references are individuals of a given classC and have common descrip-
tions represented by a setP = {P1, . . . , PK} of K properties. In Example 1, used
thorough the paper to illustrate the fusion approach, show references that are iden-
tified as individuals of classExperiment, and where the the property set isP =
{cookingTime, usedWater, hasComponent, concentrationVar}.

Example 1.We consider two data sources describing experiments on vitamin rate vari-
ation during the cooking of food products. Data are summarized in Figure 2.

Source S1:

Ref. cookingTime usedWater hasComponent concentrationVar
idE11 12 mins Distilled water Thiamin -53.3
idE12 12 mins Tap water Niacin -45.6

Source S2:

Ref. cookingTime usedWater hasComponent concentrationVar
idE21 13 mins Water VitaminB6 -46
idE22 10 mins Deionized water Thiamine -52.9
idE23 10 mins Deionized water VitaminB -51.8

Fig. 2.Data to be reconciled concerning the impact of cooking on vitamin level in pasta

For readability reasons, we have chosen to represent data ina relational form, as it is
shown in Figure 2. The OWL DL representation of source 1 data is illustrated in Figure
3 as a set of DL assertional statements on individuals (references and basic values).

We denote byVk the set of possible values of the propertyPk (numerical values,
non-hierarchical values or hierarchical values). To simplify notations, when a property
Pk has as range a classcPk

of the ontologyO (i.e.Pk is an abstract property), we denote
byOPk

= {CPk
,PPk

} the reduced ontology such thatCPk
= {c ∈ C|c ⊑ cPk

} and the



Experiment(idE11); Thiamin(idVita100) ; cookingTime(idE11, “12 mins”);
usedWater(idE11,“Distilled water”); hasComponent(idE11, idVita100);
concentrationVar(idE11, -53.3);
Experiment(idE12); Niacin(idVita101) ; cookingTime(idE12, “12 mins”);
usedWater(idE11,“Tap water”); hasComponent(idE12, idVita101);
concentrationVar(idE12, -45.6);

Fig. 3.Data of Source 1in the form of DL assertionnal statements

properties are limited toCPk
× CPk

(i.e.,PPk
= P ∩ (CPk

× CPk
)). A given reference

refn can therefore be described by a set{vn1, . . . , vnK} of K values, wherevnK is the
value of the propertyPk for referencerefn. Note that missing data (null values) may
exist.

Reconciliation problem. The first step of reference reconciliation consists in identi-
fying the pairs of duplicated references (i.e. that represent the same real-world entity)
by the use of a dedicated algorithm (e.g. the N2R method [2]).From the set of rec-
onciled pairs, groups of duplicated references are then built by transitive closure. The
obtained groups4 provide a partition of{ref1, . . . , refN}. In Example 1 , the pairs
{idE11, idE22}, {idE22, idE23} are considered as duplicates. The group built from
these pairs is{idE11, idE22, idE23}. In the sequel, we consider thatL groups de-
noted byRec1, . . . , RecL are obtained by reconciliation; and the set of values taken
by a propertyPk among a groupRecl will be denoted byVlk, with k = 1, . . . ,K and
l = 1, . . . , L.

Fusion problem Once reconciled groups are obtained, references within each group
must be merged so that a unique reference is associated to each group (ending up with
L references). We propose to base this fusion on possibility theory. The method handles
ontological knowledge whenever a property takes as value a concept of the ontologyO
(i.e. it is an abstract property). For a given groupRecl, it consists in two main steps:

– build, for each referencerefn ∈ Recl, a possibility distributionπn,k defined on
Vlk and describing the uncertainty concerning the real value ofpropertyPk. This
steps build a possibility distribution defined overVlk for each reference, ending up
with |Recl| distributions for each property;

– the |Recl| distributions are then fused in a single one, so that to each propertyPk

inside a groupRecl is associated a unique possibility distribution.

To build this model, the method is based on a small set of criteria. These criteria corre-
sponds to information that is always available and that appears sensible to evaluate the
relevance of a given value. This allows the method to be general and applicable to the
great majority of situations and problems where redundant references can exist. How-
ever, in specific situations or problems, there could be additional criteria that should be
considered. In such situation, one would have to integrate them in a meaningful way to
the uncertainty model. We now details these criteria.

4 A reference that is not duplicated forms a group by itself.



3.2 Criteria for uncertainty modeling and reference fusion

Several features contribute to the evaluation of the relevance of the property values:
variability of encountered values, lack of data, abstract or concrete property, common-
ness of a given value, uncorrect input, etc. Therefore, several criteria will be used to
build the uncertainty model. The first criterion (conceptual similarity) concerns hierar-
chical symbolic values and thus applies to abstract properties. It is based on the classical
Wu & Palmer measure [10] (again, other measures may be more adapted for specific
problems). The other criteria concern all kinds of values and were already considered
and their use justified in [11], but with an had-oc construction of the uncertainty models.

Consider a given groupRecl and a fixed propertyPk. Let v be the value taken by
Pk in the considered reference of the groupRecl. The criteria are:

– Conceptual Similarity(CS): measures the semantic similarity between two classes.
Here, we use the Wu & Palmer measure [10]. Letc1, c2 be two classes,N1, N2 the
path lengths betweenlcs(c1, c2) and respectivelyc1 andc2, andN3 the path length
betweenlcs(c1, c2) and the class Universal. Then,CS(c1, c2) reads5:

CS(c1, c2) =
2 N3

N1 +N2 + 2 N3
.

This criterion will be used to compare the values taken by twoabstract proper-
ties, whose ranges are classes. Indeed, if one hierarchicalvalue would have to be
replaced by another one, the best replacement candidates are the one that are se-
mantically closer to it.

– Homogeneity(Hom): measures the frequency of occurrence of a given valuev in-
side a group of reconciled referencesrefn ∈ Recl. This criteria is chosen for the
reason that the more often a value appears in a group, the morelikely it is to be the
right one. Homogeneity reads:

Hom(v) = |{vnk=v|refn∈Recl}|/|Recl|.

– Syntactic similarity(Sim): we will denote bySim(v, v′) a syntactic similarity mea-
sure between two valuesv andv′ taken by the propertyPk in a group of reconciled
references. There are many such measures [12], and choosinga particular measure
is often dependant of the nature of the data. The argument forretaining this crite-
ria is similar to the one of conceptual similarity (this latter one only applying to
hierarchical values).

– Data source reliability(αm): we consider that a reliability valueαm is associated
with each sourceSm, m = 1, . . . ,M , measuring the confidence we have in the
information coming from this source. We consider that information coming from a
highly reliable source should have more impact than the one coming from a poorly
reliable one, without discarding completely any of these information. This reliabil-
ity can be, for instance, a function of the last update date ofthe source [11].

5 Note that Conceptual Similarity between two equivalent classes is 1.



– Global frequency(f): measures the frequency of a valuev among all the references
refn, n = 1, . . . , N . Indeed, a value appearing numerous times is less likely to
contain typographic errors, and is more reliable. It reads:

f(v) = |{vnk=v|n=1,...,N}|/N

These criteria form a basis from which uncertainty can be estimated. They are signifi-
cant and general enough so as to be accessible in most situations. Other criteria, more
problem specific, can then be added.

3.3 Uncertainty modeling

Three cases can occur:Pk takes hierarchical symbolic values (it is an abstract prop-
erty), non-hierarchical symbolic values or numerical values (in the last two cases it is a
concrete property). We mainly concentrate on the first case,the two other cases being
simpler to deal with.

Symbolic hierarchical values (abstract property) We assume that all values inVlk

are present in the ontology as classes, i.e., anyv ∈ Vlk is also inCPk
. A simple method

using syntactic similarity (not taken into account here) tointegrate newly encountered
values is explained afterwards 4. Ifv is the value given by the reference, we denote by
Vv
lk = {v1,v, . . . , v|Vlk|,v} the set of ordered values taken by the references ofRecl,

indexed with respect to their conceptual similarity withv, i.e. i < j ⇒ CS(v, vi,v) ≤
CS(v, vj,v) (note thatv1,v = v). The order relation induced byCS values is a pre-
order, since multiple values can have the same Wu & Palmer measure with respect tov.
For j = 1, . . . , |Vlk|, a first possibility distributionπ′n,k is built as follows:

π′n,k(v
j,v) = (3)











































1 if j = 1

(

1− f(v)∑

v∈Vlk

f(v)

)






1−

∑

i<j

CS(v,vi,v)

|Vlk|∑

j=1

CS(v,vj,v)






if j>1 andCS(v,vj,v)<CS(v,vj−1,v)

π′n,k(v
j−1,v) if j>1 andCS(v,vj,v)=CS(v,vj−1,v)

In this distribution, the observed value is the most plausible. When the global frequency
of this valuev is high, other values are made less plausible (their possibility degree
being inversely proportional tof(v)). In other words, our confidence thatv is a reliable
value increase withf(v). The plausibility degree of other values thanv are also made
lower when their conceptual similarities withv are lower (note that equivalencies and
equalities of conceptual similarities are treated by the last case).π′n,k thus takes account
of both conceptual similarity and global frequency.



The reliabilityαm of the sourceSm from which the reference comes is then used
in a classical discounting operation, which consists in transforming, for allv ∈ Vlk, the
distributionπ′n,k into:

πn,k(v) = max(1− αm, π′n,k(v)).

This is equivalent to make the information more imprecise when it is less reliable, thus
reducing its impact on the final model (original informationis kept ifαm = 1 and has
no impact at all ifαm = 0).

Example 2.We consider the subgroup of references{idE11, idE22, idE23} from Fig-
ure 2, and the propertyP3 = hasComponent. We also consider thatα1 = 0.9 and
α2 = 0.8. The set of possible values for this subgroup isVl3 ={Thiamine, Thiamin,
Vitamin B}. The hierarchical symbolic value "Thiamine" is equivalentto "Thiamin",
and thus considered as being in the same equivalence class. The conceptual similarity
between "Thiamin" and "Vitamin B" is such thatN1 = 1, N2 = 0 andN3 = 5 ("Vita-
minB" being the Least Common Subsumer), henceCS(Thiamin,VitaminB)= 10/11. Fi-
nally, we assume thatf({Thiamine, Thiamin}) = 18/123 and thatf({VitaminB})=
2/123, since data about experiments generally give the precise name of the tested vi-
tamin. For the reference{idE23}, we haveVv

lk= {Vitamin B, Thiamine, Thiamin}, and
the distributionπ′3,3 is such that:

π′3,3(V itaminB) = 1; π′3,3({Thiamine, Thiamin}) = (1−2/20)(1−
1

20/11
) = 0.405

and we haveπ3,3 = π′3,3, all values ofπ′3,3 being above1−α1 = 0.1. Note that a miss-
ing value would have been modelled by the distributionπ(V itaminB) = π({Thiamine, Thiamin}) =
1

Non hierarchical symbolic values In this case, no hierarchical proximity has to be
integrated to the uncertainty model, and we consider thatVv

lk = {v1,v, . . . , v|Vlk|,v} is
indexed and ordered according to syntactic similarity of values withv, i.e., i < j ⇒
Sim(v, vi,v) ≤ Sim(v, vj,v). The first distributionπ′n,k is then computed by the same
equation as Eq. (3), except thatCS(v, vj,v) is replaced bySim(v, vj,v), that is, for
j = 1, . . . , |Vlk|,

π′n,k(v
j,v) = (4)











































1 if j = 1

(

1− f(v)∑

v∈Vlk

f(v)

)
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∑

i<j

Sim(v,vi,v)

|Vlk|∑

j=1

Sim(v,vj,v)






if j>1 andSim(v,vj,v)<Sim(v,vj−1,v)

π′n,k(v
j−1,v) if j>1 andSim(v,vj,v)=Sim(v,vj−1,v)

The discounting operation is then applied as in the hierarchical case. Arguments justi-
fying the uncertainty model are similar to those of the hierarchical case.



Numerical values Properties that take numerical values can possibly be subject to
small variations between references. They can be, for example, physical measurements
coming out from experiments. In general, such numerical values concern physical pa-
rameters. In these cases, assume[v−, v+] is the interval given by the source (precise
values are retrieved whenv− = v+). The possibility distributionπn,k modeling the
uncertainty for this property and reference is then

πn,p(v) =

{

1 if v ∈ [v−, v+]
1− αm if v ∈ [vk, vk] \ [v

−, v+]

}

. (5)

Other numerical values such as postal code, customer number, ID number,etc. are
treated as symbolic values without hierarchical structure.

Missing data The treatment of missing data in databases is a well-known problem. In
the present method, modeling the ignorance about a propertyvaluePk for refn can be
easily done, using the so-called vacuous (or non-iformative) possibility distribution, that
is the distributionπn,k such that, for eachv ∈ Vlk, πn,k(v) = 1. This distribution can
then be merged with the others, with the effect of increasingthe final imprecision. Note
that that no additional assumptions has to be made about missing data in this method.

3.4 Fusion method using the uncertainty model

Given a group of reconciled referencesRecl, we denote byrefΣl
the single fused

reference resulting from the fusion process. This fused reference will consist ofK pos-
sibility distributionsπΣl,k defined over spacesVlk, k = 1, . . . ,K and obtained from
the distributions described in Section 3.3.

There exists many rules to merge possibility distributions[13]. Here, using a simple
arithmetic mean operator is a relevant choice, as it corresponds to a statistical counting
and presents a natural way to integrate the homogeneity criterion in the final represen-
tation: a value will have all the more weight as it appears more frequently in the group
of reconciled references. For a propertyPk and a groupRecl, the final representation
πΣl,k is computed, for allv ∈ Vlk, as follows:

πΣl,k(v) =
∑

refn∈Recl

1

|Recl|
πn,k(v) (6)

which is then made consistent by applying the following transformation to allv ∈ Vlk:
πΣl,k(v) = π′

Σl,k
(v)/maxv∈Vlk

π′
Σl,k

(v). Once this fusion step is achieved, we end up
with L final representations, where each property value is described by a possibility
distribution reflecting our uncertainty about the real value.

Example 3.Let us pursue example 2 by considering the same subgroup and the same
propertyA3 = hasComponent. As the valuesThiamin, Thiamineare considered as
equivalent, we haveπ′1,3 = π′2,3 (resp. the distributions induced by references{idE11}
and{idE22}). The different distributions are then

π′3,3(V itaminB) = 1; π′3,3({Thiamine, Thiamin}) = 0.405

π′1,3({Thiamine, Thiamin}) = 1; π′1,3(V itaminB) = 0.045.



However, since sources do not have the same reliability, we have, after the discounting
operation,π3,3 = π′3,3 and

π1,3({Thiamine, Thiamin}) = 1; π1,3(V itaminB) = 0.1

π2,3({Thiamine, Thiamin}) = 1; π2,3(V itaminB) = 0.2.

The obtained fused distributionπΣl,3 (Using Eq. (6) onπ′i,3, i = 1, 2, 3) is

πΣl,3(V itaminB) =
0.115

0.802
= 0.143; πΣl,3({Thiamine, Thiamin}) =

0.802

0.802
= 1.

4 Ontology Enrichment

Up to now, we have assumed that every value ofVlk corresponding to an abstract prop-
erty Pk was in the ontologyOPk

. In practice, there are high chances that some refer-
ences contain values absent from the ontology, since we workunder open-world as-
sumption. Therefore, in order to fuse the references of a group of duplicatesRecl, we
must integrate new values to the ontology. This section providesa simple method to en-
rich the original ontology with new values, before the fusion process. Algorithm 1

Algorithm 1: Ontology enrichment algorithm
Input:
- Vlk: the set of values taken by the considered propertyPk in Recl ;
-O = {C,P, I,D}: an initial ontology;
- th: a similarity threshold.
Output: O′: the enriched ontology.
(1) O′ ← O
(2) D← subClasses(cPk

)
(3) E ← D ∩ Vlk

(4) pour tout {v ∈ Vlk}
(5) si (v /∈ E)
(6) bestScore← 0
(7) bestClass ← null
(8) pour tout {d ∈ D}
(9) S ← Sim(v, d)
(10) si (S > th andS > bestScore)
(11) bestScore← S
(12) bestClass ← d
(13) si (bestClass 6= null)
(14) O′ ← addEquivalence(O′, v, bestClass)
(15) sinon
(16) si (E 6= ∅)
(17) bestClass ← LCS(E)
(18) sinon
(19) bestClass ← cPk

(20) O′ ← addSubClass(O′, v, bestClass)
(21)

describes the method for a set of valuesVlk. It consists in considering that a new value
is either equivalent to another one inCPk

if it is syntactically close enough to it, or is
subsumed by the least common subsumer of the values ofVlk in CPk

. It contains the
following functions:



– subClasses(c) = {c′ ∈ CPk
|c′ ⊑ c} computes the set of descendants of a classc

includingc itself;
– addEquivalence(O, c1, c2) adds the classc1 in the ontologyO as equivalent to

the classc2 (i.e. c1 ≡ c2);
– addSubClass(O, c1, c2) adds the classc1 in the ontologyO as a sub-class of the

classc2 (i.e. c1 ⊑ c2 and 6 ∃c3 s.t.c1 ⊑ c3 ⊑ c2).

Example 4.Consider the subgroup made of references{idE11, idE22, idE23} from
Figure 2, and the propertyP3 = hasComponent. We haveVl3 ={Thiamine, Thiamin,
Vitamin B} andE = Vl3 ∩ subClasses(A3) = {Thiamin, V itaminB}. Referring
to Fig. 1, we haveLCS(E) = {V itaminB}. However, assuming thatSim(Thiamine,
Thiamin) = 0.95and thatth = 0.9, applying Algorithm 1 leads to declareThiamine ≡
Thiamin, and to consider them as equivalent values. The ontology is thus enriched by
adding the classThiamine as equivalent to the existing classThiamin.

5 Implementation of the Approach

In this section we show how we implement our approach for reference fusion and query-
ing. To implement the proposed approach, we apply a maping beween the structural
specification of OWL language and the sepecification of RDF language (see [14] ). We
have chosen to use the semantic web languages RDF and SPARQL for respectively
describing fused references and querying them.

We first give a representation of the fused references by using an extension of RDF
to a fuzzy-RDF language. Then we propose a transformation ofthe obtained fuzzy-
RDF data into plain RDF data. In section 5.3, we present the flexible querying of fused
references by using SPARQL.

5.1 Fuzzy-RDF representation of fused data

To represent uncertain data, Mazzieri [15] proposes an extension of RDF language into
a fuzzy-RDF language, providing its syntax and semantics. The syntax extension con-
sists in expressing RDF declarations in the form of triples<subject, predicate, object>
by using declarations of the formα : <subject predicate object>. For each triple, a
degreeα in [0, 1] is added, representing the truth value of the triple. Note that other
representation choices are also possible, such as the syntax proposed in [16].

Using the fusion method, the obtained description of the referenceRecl takes the
form, for a valuev: πΣl,k(v) :< Recl Pk v >, wherePk is a property andv is a
value inVlk. Note that only one value of each equivalence class has to be stored, as the
synonyms can be obtained through the ontology.

Example 5.The fused datum given in example 3 leads to the following declarations
describing the possibility distribution for the value of the attributeA3 :hasComponent:
1 :< Rec1 hasComponent “Thiamin′′ >
0.143 :< Rec1 hasComponent “V itamin B′′ >.



5.2 Transformation of Fuzzy-RDF data into plain RDF data

In order to guarantee the implementation of the fusion method in all platforms based on
plain RDF, we propose a transformation of our fuzzy-RDF representation of the fused
data into plain RDF. We use the reification mechanism (for thereification semantics,
see [17]) that allows adding new elements to the descriptions of the RDF declarations,
like data author, creation date,. . . . In our case, the reification consists in adding to the
triples of the form< Recl Pk v > thepossibilityproperty that has a resource as do-
main and a decimal as range.

Let ns be the namespace of the RDFS schema which we have enriched by the
possibility property. We obtain, for each fuzzy-RDF triple of the formπΣl,k(v) :<
Recl Pk v >, to which an identifiertripleID− i is assigned, its reified representation.
For example, for the triple1 :< Recl hasComponent “Thiamin′′ > we obtain the
following reified representation:

<tripleID-1 rdf:type rdf:Statement > .
<tripleID-1 rdf:subject ns:Rec1> .
<tripleID-1 rdf:predicate ns:hasComponent> .
<tripleID-1 rdf:object "Thiamin"^^xsd:string > .
<tripleID-1 ns:possibility 1^^xsd:decimal> .

By applying this transformation, the fused references can be queried by using the
SPARQL language without any need of extension.

5.3 Fused Reference Querying

The SPARQL syntax is close to the SQL one classicaly used in relational databases.
The queries in SPARQL are evaluated on the set of triples contained in RDF data. In
the following we will useselect queries, which return a set of triples that check the
constraints expressed in the WHERE clause. The SPARQL queries are evaluated on the
set of fused references represented in plain RDF, by reification.

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX ns: <http://www.lri.fr/~sais/myRDFS-1/>
SELECT ?ref ?comp ?confidence
WHERE {
?x rdf:type rdf:Statement .
?x rdf:subject ?ref .
?x rdf:predicate ns:hasComponent .
?x rdf:object ?comp .
?x rdf:object ?confidence .
}
ORDER BY ?confidence
LIMIT 1



6 Experiments

In this section we present some experiment results of the fusion method. In order to
assess the quality of the method, we use a dataset that we can compare to ideal value, in
this case references of articles, of conferences and of persons. First, we give a descrip-
tion of the dataset that we have used. Then, we present the evaluation criteria that we
have considered to validate / invalidate the obtained results.

6.1 Presentation ofCora dataset

The fusion method has been implemented and evaluated on theCoradata set related to
the scientific publication domain. It has been used as a benchmark by several reference
reconciliation approaches [2, 18]. Cora dataset is a collection of 1295 citations of 124
different research papers in computer science. These citations have been collected from
the research engine Cora specialized on scientific publications search. We associate a
reference to each article, conference and author (person).An article is described by
several properties:title, year, pageFrom, pageToandtypewhich takes values in {pro-
ceedings, journal, book, ...}. A person is described by hisnameand a conference is
described by three properties:confName, confYearand acity. There are two relations
(objectProperties) which link each article to its authors and to the conference where it
is published.

Article ConferencePerson
#Groups 124 134 68

#References 1295 1292 3521
#distinct-values-per-group [1..5] [1..28] [1..37]

Avg(#disctinct values-per-group) 3 8 9
Table 2.Cora dataset description.

We have applied the fusion method on the gold-standard of Cora dataset. It is or-
ganized as a set of 328 groups of pairwise reconciled references for the three classes:
article, conference and person. In table 2, we present some statistics of the character-
istics of the gold-standard: the number of renconciled reference groups, the number
of references, the interval bounded by the minimum and maximum number of distinct
values per group and the average of distinct values per reconciled group.

6.2 Evaluation protocol

To evaluate the validity of the fusion method, we have compared, for a set of selected
properties, the ranking of their values according to the confidence degree obtained by
the fusion method with the ranking given by a humain expert.

In some applications domains, the identification of the right value can be purely
subjective. For example, choosing between the two paintingnames “La joconde” and
“Mona-lisa” is not obvious, as the two names are acceptable. Nevertheless, there are
some obvious criteria that allow to differentiate a right from a wrong value, which
mainly consists in features that contribute to the syntactic integrity of the values.



– Typographical errors, like “Criptographic” instead of “Cryptographic”.
– Syntactic errors that are due to the data extraction processing, like, “for - -mulae”

instead of “formulae” or “ Bart (1993).Reasoning with characteristic models” in-
stead of “Reasoning with characteristic models”.

– Missing words, like “... free probabilistic concepts” instead of “... free probabilistic
learning concepts”

– Additionnal words, like “someexperiments with a new ...” instead of “experiments
with a new”

When the previous criteria do not help the expert to classifythe values, the DBLP6

browser is used to determine the right-value and the wrong ones.
The second evaluation step consists in reviewing the list ofranked values of each

property and classifying them, according to the previous criteria, into two classes: the
right-values and the wrong-values. In the case of the Cora dataset, there is only one right
value which satisfy the defined criteria. However, in some application domains they can
be several values which can correspond to the right value in case of synonymies. The
expert gives a ranking of the values by putting the right-value in the top rank, i.e.,
before all the wrong-values. The third step consists in comparing the ranked lists of
values obtained by the fusion method with those given by the expert. In this step we
count:

1. #well-ranked-RV: the number of well-ranked right-values, that is the numberof
right values that appear in the top rank.

2. #misranked-RV: the number of misranked right-values, that is the number ofcases
where the right value appears after one or several wrong-values (it has a lower
confidence degree).

A less strict evaluation protocol could be used: instead of considering the top rank
of the value list, we can consider the top-k list of values andcheck if the right-value
belongs to this top-k list of values or not.

6.3 Fusion method results

In Table 3, we give the results for the three properties whichcontain most of syntactic
variations:Title, ConfNameand personName. We compute the precision for the right-
values as the proportion of the number of well-ranked valuesin reconciled groups7:

Precision =
#well − ranked− right− values

#reconciled− groups
We note that the recall value is equal the precision because of the strict evaluation

protocol. Indeed, as we consider that the fusion method fails when the right-value does
not appear in the top position, the recall value correspondsalso to the proportion of the
well-ranked right-values in the reconciled groups.

6 The DBLP Computer Science Bibliography which provides bibliographic information on ma-
jor computer science journals and proceedings.

7 We have considered the reconciled groups where the size of value list is (≥ 2).



Article-Title Conference-NamePerson-Name
#reconciled-groups 66 66 44
#well-ranked-RV 62 49 33
#misranked-RV 4 17 11

Precision=Recall 93.9% 74.2% 75%
Table 3.Fusion results in terms of precision for the values of: Title, ConfName, Name

The results of Table 3 show that the fusion method has obtained a precision of 93.9%
for the ranking of the right values of article title. It obtains also a precision of 74.2 %
for the ranking of conference name and of 75% for the person names. We can notice
that the precision for the conference names and for the person names are lower than the
precision of article titles. This can be due to the importantrate of syntactic variation in
their corresponding possible values.

As it is shown in Table 2, the number of distinct values of the conference names vari-
ates between 1 to 28 values and between 1 to 37 for the person names. For the confer-
ence names, the variations are mostly caused in by abbreviations (e.g. proc./proceedings,
symp./symposium), by a variety of codifications (e.g. 9th/ninth) and by extraction prob-
lems (e.g. net-works/networks). For the person names, evenwhen only considering the
English-speaking world, a name can have several different spelling forms for a variety
of reasons. In the Anglo-Saxon region and most other Westerncountries, a personal
name is usually made of a given name, an optional middle name,and a surname or fam-
ily name. Hispanic names can contain two surnames. For example, in the dataset we
have 11 variations for the person nameUmesh Virkumar Vazirani: { Umesh Vazirani;
U. Vazirani; Umesh V. Vazirani; Vazirani U.V.; etc.}. Hence the main difficulties arise
from what we could consider as abbreviations or synonyms. Wecould therefore im-
prove our results by declaring such values as synonyms in ourontology. However, the
results about article title show a very good recognition rate in case of a strict evaluation
protocol. We can guarantee that the results can only be better for a top-k evaluation.

By these experiments we have shown the good performances of the developed fu-
sion approach where data are syntactically very heterogeneous.

7 Related work

There are some studies on reference reconciliation that deal to a certain degree with
reference fusion. In [3], a rule-based language is used by the administrator of the inte-
gration system to define different functions of reference fusion. Particular constructors
are used to specify information on reliable data sources that are exploited in case of con-
flicts between values. Thus, the fusion can be achieved without considering the values
coming from the other sources. Consequently, the value conflicts are not even detected.
In [19], the fusion is also performed by using fusion rules that are specified by the in-
tegration system administrator. The authors propose five strategies for the resolution of
conflicts between values. In [20], the authors propose a new operator FUSE BY used in
SQL queries. This operator takes as arguments a set of pre-defined functions (e.g. vote,
max, min) which are associated with attributes that are involved in the SQL query.



In our method, heterogeneity and conflict between redundantreferences is handled
through the use of these criteria and of possibility theory,whereas previous methods
[3] tends to ignore or bypass these features. The computation of possibility degrees
is based on a combination of various criteria which are related to the value features,
like frequency, but also related to data source features, like reliability. Unlike other
approaches[20,19], our method does not need any extension of the query language to
be able to query the fused data. Finally, the representationof the fusion result in the form
of possibility distributions allows to rank values by theirplausibilities and thus offers
some flexibility when handling and querying the fused data. It is based on justified
theoretical uncertainty treatment tools and in-depth uncertainty modeling (discounting
operation, homogeneity criterion taken into account through the merging operator, etc.)
allowing to model imprecision. To our knowledge, such possibilistic-based methods are
new.

Also, the fusion method we propose takes into account the hierarchical organization
of the vocabulary, as well as equivalence relations, provided by an ontology, which is
not the case in previous studies. A cooperation between the reconciliation/fusion pro-
cess and ontology completion is also firstly provided in thispaper, through the ontology
enrichment procedure.

A preliminary study to the present work was presented in [11]. This work did not
yet take into account the ontology, and used a more had-oc construction of uncertainty
models. Note that we consider crisp ontology in this paper and not fuzzy ontology [21].
Indeed, in our case, fuzzy sets are used to describe uncertainty and arise from the fusion
process, not from the ontology definition. That is, even if they are defined over concepts
of the ontology, they do not pertain to the ontology.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a method for reference fusion, driven by ontological
knowledge including subsomption and equivalence relations between concepts. The fu-
sion method allows the computation, for each candidate value of a given property, of
a possibility degree. The set of values that is assigned to a property is expressed as a
possibility distribution.

We have shown the applicability of our methods and illustrated them on agronom-
ical data. By the experiments on scientific publication dataset, we have shown the ef-
ficiency of the developed fusion approach even where data aresyntactically very het-
erogeneous. We plan in a short term to apply the fusion methodon datasets of other
application domains where the use of semantic knowledge is more relevant (subsump-
tions, synonymies, etc.).

From a methodological point of view, an assumption that we made in this study is
that values encountered in the data are not necessarily declared in the ontology (open-
world assumption); we proposed a method that uses the valuesmissing in the ontology
as candidates to complete the existing ontology. Another perspective is to combine this
approach with methods allowing automatic detection of synonyms, which is currently
under study.
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